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Given that the rich system of lexical suffixes is one of the 
particularly distinctive properties of Salish languages and 
given expressed concerns as to their decline in usage, this 
paper focusses on extending the documentation and analysis of 
their fonn and function in h:.lnq:.lmm:.lm in the context of the 
number system. Implications of various paraphrastic options 
for diachronic language shift and language revitalization are 
discussed. Further, comparative data from related dialects and 
from other Salish languages is cited, illustrating divergent 
strategies for lexical suff'lXation in compounded numeric roots. 
Issues related to suppletive allomorphic alternation evidenced 
in the number paradigms are discussed, along with 
implications for language change. Finally~ documentation 
from various sources for 15 independent lexical sufflXes in 
combination with numeric roots is summarized in table fonn, 
revealing both attested variation and residual gaps in the 
recorded paradigms, with the express hopes of stimulating 
further documentation and analysis in this area. 

1 Introduction 

One of the particularly distinctive properties of Salish languages is the 
rich set oflexical suffixes (henceforth LSs) which attach to various word classes, 
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including numerals. These LSs designate a variety of semantic domains, 
classifying nominal sets such as animate beings (e.g. people, animals, birds, 
fish); body parts (Kuipers' (1967:120) «<somatic" category); things in nature (e.g. 
trees); culturally salient objects (e.g. canoes, paddles, net mesh, mats, baskets); 
characteristics of shape (e.g. long/thin); places or locations (e.g. houses); 
temporal domains (days, years), number sequences (ordinals, base 10, subset 
groupings, iterations); etc. Languages and dialects within the Salish family 
differ in the sets ofLSs in use (see e.g. Galloway 1977), in their semantic 
domains (see e.g. Hinkson 1999), in their morpho syntactic properties (e.g. 
Czaykowska-Higgins 1998, Gerdts 1999), and in their morphophonemic 
behaviour (e.g. Blake 2000; see §4 below). This linguistic phenomenon 
therefore defmes an interesting focus for a comparative investigation of cross
dialectal and cross-linguistic properties. 

In his reference grammar of the downriver hanqOO'linam dialect, Suttles 
(in press:258) documents nearly 150 elements which function as LSs (or LSs 
linked to a preceding root by a t connective tl), many of which are quite 
productive. Further, in his chapter devoted specifically to the Numeral System, 
Suttles identifies 17 sets ofLSs which attach to numerical roots, generally with 
the function of counting members of that set, e.g.: 

(1) Numerical Root plus Lexical Suffix( es) 

Root LS gloss Root=LS gloss 

tu:XW nine 

=eIa people tU:xw6ta 9peopJe 
. , 

birdS, sruallruarnlnals tU:xwiws 9 birds (e.g. ducks) =lWS 

=~=cye times = unit often ru:xwM'cye 90 (9 times 10) 

Our goals in the present paper are as follows. In section 2, we 
foreground some issues related to language use, citing examples of options 
available for speakers to use either a morphological construction built on the 
numerical root (henceforth #Root) plus LS, or a syntactically constructed 
paraphrase where the #Root functions as a quantifier modifying an independent 
noun. Implications of these paraphrastic options for diachronic language shift 
and language revitalization are then discussed. Section 3 addresses the question 
of which #Root the LS attaches to in cases of a co~pound base. Data is 
presented which exemplifies synchronic variability in the locus of suffIXation in 
h~nq~min~m. Comparative data from some other Salish languages is cited, 

1 There are a number of LSs related by a 'connective' (cf. Kinkade 1999; Suttles in 
press) usually of the form -VR-, whose semantics are often restrictive, but not 
generally transparent. 



documenting various divergent strategies for suffIXation ofLSs in compounded 
numeric roots. In section 4, issues related to allomorphic alternation evidenced 
in these paradigms are discussed. Finally, in section 5, additional data is 
provided to augment some of the gaps in several of the #Root=LS paradigms 
recorded in the available documentation of this dialect, principally by Suttles (in 
press), Guerin (n.d., 1986), and previous documentation by the present authors 
(200 1). Where there is attested variation, we also document inter-speaker 
differences. As well, morphophonemic or morphosyntactic properties more 
specifically relevant to individual paradigms are discussed. In addition, various 
examples are provided to contextualize the usage of these forms. 

2 Language use 

In the dual context of endangered language documentation and of 
revitalization curriculum development, there are important issues related to 
contexts and patterns of use ofLS constructions. Of specific interest is the fact 
that h~tiq~mm~m speakers have available to them two possible ways of 
counting things: one is a morphological construction built on the numerical root 
(#Root) plus LS, as exemplified in (1) above, e.g. tU:xwiws nine bird or animal 
bodies (e.g. ducks); the second is a syntactically constructed paraphrase where 
the #Root functions as a quantifier modifying an independent noun, e.g. tU:xw 

ma?aqW nine ducks. The fact that the frrst kind of construction is deeply 
embedded in a Salishan morphological system significantly different from 
English, whereas the second type of construction is broadly comparable to the 
English pattern, combined with the fact that English has for several decades now 
been the dominant - indeed, to a large extent the only - language spoken in the 
community, together raise important questions regarding diachronic shift and 
bilinguaVsecond language learning. Several of these questions are discussed in 
this section. 

A fundamental issue is the classificatory function of the lexical 
sufflXes. Characteristically, a LS has a generic frame of reference, rather than a 
specific one. For example, the LS =i-ws (see §5.9)2 can be used in reference to a 
broad variety of waterfowl, birds, or animals. Consequently, the questions in 
(2.a) are quite generic: the use of the LS =iws delimits the set of quantified 
things to members of the =iws class, but the intended referent could range from 
puppies to mallards. However, the question (2.b) and/or a response (2.c) can be 
made more narrow in referential scope by including a lexical noun. The 
examples here show that =iws readily attaches onto numbers for counting not 
only birds (e.g. hummingbirds, seagulls, dUcks (generic term), mallards and 
other specific species of waterfowl, etc.), but also domesticated animals (e.g. 
dogs, cats) and even larger wild animals (e.g. bear): 

2 The alternation of =iW8 with =:)ws is the systematic effect of :)-reduction to avoid 
violations of Weight-to-Stress and Stress Clash (see Shaw 2002). 



KWin=~WS? 

b. KWin~WS ma?~qW ? 

b. KWin=~ws t~n~s~n ? 

KWin=~ws p~lupsi?afi 
, ., 

c. nX=1WS 

'lxw=iws 

nx=iws li:n 

n~c=iws qW~lit~q 

.'lxw=iws spe?~ 

ix~m=iws sqW~liqW~m~yafi 

How many X was your catch? 
how.many=iws Det-2Poss catch 
[where X signifies membership in the 
=iws class] 

How many X? 
How many ducks? 

How many mallards? 

How many kittens? 

one X 
three X 
one hummingbird 

one seagull 

three bears 
six puppies 

Discourse context can, of course, contribute to narrowing the range of reasonable 
interpretive reference. For example, if someone has stated that they have been 
duck-hunting, as specifically entailed in the semantics of the verb Pay~ in 
(3.a) below, then the interpretation of the question in (3.b), which is identical in 
form to that in (2.a), will be interpretable only in reference to ducks, or some 
specific sub-species thereof. Similarly, any of the statements in (3.c) are 
possible (logically entailed) responses in the context of (3.a) and (3.b), but the 
utterance in (3.d) is a non sequitor (the fact that this construction is 
grammatically well-formed, but does not semantically followl from the given 

context is indicated here by the fpuzzled' face symbol ®?). 

(3) a. ni? c~n nem pay~tM 
b. KWin=~WS? 
c. i'xw=iws f 

'lxw=iws t~n~s~n 

®? d. i'xw=iws spe?~ 

I went duck-hunting. 
How many X? (where X=ducks) 
ThreeX! (where X=ducks) 
Threemallards. 

Three bears. 

What data such as these show is that LSs categorize particular individual 
elements which can be independently nominalized together into higher order, or 
more generic, sets. What the inventory ofLSs is, and what kinds of specific 
things can - and can't - get classed together within the semantic domain of a 

J The fact that bears are not semantically entailed within the set of things which are 
hunted if one is engaged in the action of pay~t~ does not mean that the response in 
(d) couldn't ever occur in this kind of discourse context. Shifting out of the 
expected referential domain could be used, for example, as a humourous device. 



particular LS, constitute profoundly interesting questions. Whereas there is 
wide-spread fascination in allegations of lexical distinctions which subdivide 
perceptions of nature more than the languages people are most familiar with 
(e.g. the multitude of different words for snow in EskimolInuktitut,4 or for 
wind in Arabic, or for clams in h~nq~min~rh), what is really much more 
interesting for cognitive science - and for tsmall' cultures interfacing with the 
hegemony of voraciously dominant cultures - is the higher-order classifications 
which group things together that are not structured together by the formal 
categories of other languages. It is in categories like LSs that the structure ofthe 
language offers a fascinating window on how the h~nq~min~m people 
cognitively interpret and structure the world around them. It is these 
superordinate categories oflanguage that harbour the most deeply-embedded core 
of cultural identity and uniqueness. 

Neither culture nor language are static, of course. And the flexibility of 
LSs to incorporate new words for culturally innovative concepts within their 
classificatory domains provides strong evidence of the vitality of both the 
grammatical and cognitive systems underlying the LS subsystem ( cf. Hinkson 
1999). An excellent example of this is illustrated in h~nq~mm~m with the LS 
=~XwM (§S.6) which traditionally offered a super-ordinate category to generalize 
reference to various different kinds of canoes ( 4.a). Slightly variant forms 
=~W~, =~w~, =aw~ (4.b) are undoubtedly related, as evidenced by the 
occurrence of what we posit is the base form =~xw:rl on the #Root when these 
vehicles are being counted (4.d). What is significant here is the productivity of 
this LS in the creation of new words for new modes of transport: as seen in ( 4.c) 
this semantic extension broadens not only to other transport on the water 
(battleship) but also to the sky (airplane). It also extends to modes of transport 
on the land: on the one handJ ka: car has been incorporated as a loanword from 
English and is readily quantified with =~xw:rl ( 4.e); on the other hand, the 
semantic range of the generic word for canoe smSxw~ has also extended such 
that it is commonly used as the non-loanword to refer to a car ( 4.f). A sample 
sentence contextualizing usage of the incorporated loan in (4.e) is given in (4.g). 

(4) a. s-n~xwM canoe (general reference); also car 
X~ws=~xw~ newcanoe [AG]. 

h. qxw=~w~i racingcanoe [AP, AG] 

tey=~w~ racing canoe (tey mce) [WS] 

c. xi1~=awM battleship (Xfl~ mBke war) [WS] 

ta-t~Kw~W~ flying machine, airplane [WSJ 
(ta1{w fly) 

d. nec=~xw~i ta-t~Kw one airplane 
[one=LS Redup-fly] 

4 See Pullum (1991). 



two cars 
[two=LS car] 

eem=~xwM k-~l-a:-s their two cars 
[two=LS car-[pl]-3Poss] 

KWin=~Xw~t ka: how many cars? 
[how.many=LS car] 

how many vehicles (canoes orcars)? 
[how.many=LS] 

KWin=~Xw~t sn~xw~ how many vehicles (canoes or cars)? 
[how.many=LS canoeIcarJ 

g. ni? ~y-t-~s kW eem=~xwM ka: KW c~leqM 

Aux fIx-tr-3SuAgr Det 2=LS car Det yesterday 

He fIXed two cm yesterday. 

The relationship between the LS =~XW~ with the most generic noun 
referring to vehicles (4.a) sn~xwM merits comment. While most LSs do not bear 
significant phonological resemblance to any ofthe independent lexical stems 
within its semantic domain of reference ,e.g. (S.a), some do, e.g. (S.b). 

(S) a. LS Independent 
lexical stem 

=~1p (§S.10) trees lXIet tree 
=~~n (§S.8) containers sit~n basket 

KWaw~s bucket 
=i:nxW (§S.13) years s-y~fanam year (s- nom) 

b. =~s~n nose~point m~qs~n nose 
=~xw~t vehicle s-n~xwM- canoc,car 

The evident similarity of fonn and meaning in examples like those in (S.b) has 
led Salish scholars (Egesdal (1981), Carlson (1990), Kinkade (1998), amongst 
others) to question the nature of the relationship between LSs and independent 
lexical roots. In the context of the h~nq~mitiam data in (S.b) above, the 
question would be: what is the lexical status of the initial m- in m~soo. nose 
and the initial n- in s-n:)xwM canoe, car s1 Suttles offers discussion of several 
relevant examples like this (in press: 259-260) along with the suggestion that 
initial consonants may be ((dummy roots that serve no purpose other than to 
provide a base for the suffix", at the same time acknowledging Kinkade's (1998) 
arguments that the independent lexical stem itself may be the historical source 
of the LSs, i.e. that =aqs~n may have been derived from m~soo. by truncation 

5 The s- here is uncontroversially the nominalizer preflX. 



of the initial consonant. Another way of framing the issue, then, is whether a 
stem like m~s~ or n~xw:ri is monomorphemic (cf. Kinkade) or bimorphemic, 
i.e. m=:xJs~ or n=:;,xwM (cf. Suttles). The latter position entails two 
consequences which are less systemically coherent in the broader context of our 
research program. First, it would entail the postulation of single Consonant 
roots, whereas an extensive body of research sustains the generalization that 
canonical Roots throughout Salish are minimally biconsonantal. Secondly, it 
would entail that the postulated m- root of m=~s~ and the n- root of n=~xwM 
were obligatorily bound exclusively to these (respective) LSs with no freedom 
of occurrence with any of the other LSs - or other suffixes - in the language. 
Given that a high degree of flexibility and productivity is a vibrant characteristic 
of the LS system, this seems a less plausible position. In the lexical 
representations posited here, therefore" we assume monomorphemic status for 
stems like m~s~ and n:;)xw:ri 

The above discussion has established that the semantic range of the 
LSs is often much broader and more generic than the referential semantic 
interpretation of independent lexical roots. However, as seen in (2) above, the 
semantic scope can be specifically narrowed by inclusion of a particular noun 
following the #Root=LS expression. Additional examples are given in (6): 

(6) a. 6em=~xwM 2 vehicles (cars, canoes, planes) 
2=vehicle 

h. 6em=:;,xwM s-n:SxwM 2 canoes or 2 cars 
2=vehicle nom-canoelcar 

c. 6em=:;)xw:ri ka: 2 cars 
2=vehicle car 

Another option available to speakers is to use a syntactic construction with the 
hare (i.e. without a LS) lexical m.nnber followed by the particular noun. Some 
preliminary examples are given in (7). The examples in (7.3" b, c) are the 
#Root=LS plus noun constructions, and those in (7.a', b t

, c') illustrate the 
#Root plus bare noun construction, with no LS. (Note in the examples in (7.b) 
that 6em- is a suppletive allomorph of y~ef:;) ; see §4 for further discussion.) 

(7) a. nec=~xw~ iai:;)Kw 1 airplane 
1 =vehicle airplane 

at. n:SCa? iat:;)Kw 1 airplane 
1 airplane 

h. eem=~xwM s-n:SxwM 2 canoes or 2 cars 

b' y~set~ s-n:SxwM 2 canoes 



c. n~wt n~c~=wi:nxw }(W-~n-s ni? h:Sy-n~xW 

Aux-already one=year Det-lsPoss-nom Aux imish-n.tr. 

fes already one year since I finished 

c'. h n-xa? sy~fan~m KW-~n-s ?i KWx-n-am~ 

3Indepone year det-lsPoss-nom Aux see-n.tr-2s0bj 

It's one)ear since rYe seen you. 

Discussion of some of the implications of these available options is the 
focussed topic of the next section. 

2.1 The options: morphological VS. syntactic constructions 

The following pairs of examples show that certain options are available 
to speakers ofh~nq~min~m in expressions which involve specifYing the number 
of some set of objects being referred to. The fIrst example in each pair 
illustrates the morphologicaJ construction, that is, the #Root followed by the 
LS, and the second example in each pair presents the corresponding syntactic 
phrase in which the numeral precedes the independent noun. See §5.7 house, 
and §5.13 years for the respective LS counting paradigms. 

l.b. nxa? lel~m 

2.a. e6m=txW 

3. b. w~t }(Win sy~fan:m1 

4.a. nXa?=wi':nxw 

4.b. n&Ca? sy~fan~m 

one house 
1 =house (LS) 
one house 
1 house (Noun) 

two 110uses 
2=house (LS) 
two houses 
2 house (Noun) 

how many ,YCal8? 

how.many=year(LS) 
how many years already? 
already how.many year (Noun) 

one year 
J=year(LS) 
one year 
1 year(Noun) 

Because the Musqueam community has been immersed for several 
decades in an aggressively dominant (socially, educationally, politically, 
economically) English language context and because all but a very small 



percentage of community members are monolingual English speakers, questions 
inevitably arise about the potential influence of English structure on specific 
aspects of language change in h~nq~min:)Ih. In comparing h~nq~min~m 
grammar with English grammar, it is evident that the phrasal structure in the (b) 
examples above is transparently parallel to the comparable English structure for 
overt numerical quantification of a noun, whereas the morphologically derived 
structures in the (a) examples have no direct parallel in English. A plausible 
hypothesis, therefore, is that because there is a choice in h~nq::min~rh of how to 
express the counting of things, and because one of these choices is comparable 
to the mode of expression in English, then the h~nq~min~m pattern that is 
parallel to the English pattern will likely be reinforced and, over time, its 
continued reinforcement may lead to the less frequent use and ultimate attrition 
of the less English-like pattern. Severa] linguists working with Salish languages 
over the past 30 to 40 years have in fact commented on a general decline in 
usage of the LS pattern with a concomitant shift to dominant usage of the 
English-like syntactic phrasal pattern. 

With specific reference to the h~nqOO1in~m community where he began 
documenting the language over 40 years ago, Wayne Suttles (in press) remarks: 

I suspect that the capacity to create forms with lexical suffIXes 
is one that diminished early in the decline in fluency in the 
Coast Salish languages and that this is one basis for 
statements one hears about how in previous generations people 
spoke tithe old language". 

One example of precisely this kind of shift6 are the two terms used in reference 
to what is variably called in English the bighouse, smokehouse, and most 
recently longhouse 7. The most commonly used h~nq~mm~m designation for 
this is the semantically transparent phrase ei letOOt, composed of the attributive 
6i meaning big, and the independent noun 161~m, which translates as house, and 
is used in reference to modem houses as well. However, an older, more 
conservative h~nq~mm~m term for bighouse persists, s6e:Wtxw• The semantics 
here are narrower (it would not likely be used in reference to a large modem 
house), but are still basically compositional: the s- is the highly productive 
derivational nominalizer prefIX, followed by the lexical root 6i big, followed by 
the LS =eWtxW referring to a building. As the following breakdown of the 

6 Special thanks to Larry Grant and Wayne Suttles fordiscussion of this example. 
1 In English, these fonns are all lexicalized as compounds, as evidenced by the fact 
that all three have compound stress, e.g. [bCg.hAws]. The Jexicalized status of 
bigbouse is further evidenced by the fact that it can be modified by the adjective 
'little' which, as the antonym of 'big', would othelWise be construed as a 
contradiction. However, in its lexicalized compound sense, the fbighouse' is a type 
of building invested with several layers of cultural significance. In the tenn 'little 
bighouse', 'little' refers to the literal size and 'bighouse' to the genre of building. 
Thus, 'little highouse' designates the smaller of two bighouses at Musqueam. 



structure of these two ways of referring to big house shows, the relative 
chronology of s6e:WtxW and 6i leI~m, and the greater prevalence in usage of the 
latter confonns precisely to the choice of morphologically -derived vs. 
syntactically-derived structures under discussion above. 

(9) a. morphologically-derived expression: 
see:~w sInokehouse,bighouse 

lit. s-6i=eWtxW nom-bi~=house.LS 
nom-Root=LS 

h. syntactically-derived expression 
er It~l~rh big house 

lit. Adj Noun 

Many members of younger generations who have not had the opportunity to 
grow up exposed to fluent speakers of the traditional language often wonder 
what specifically is meant when elders refer to the fold' language, and how 
people fused to' talk. Hopefully discussions like the present one, here focussed 
on the difference between morphologically- vs. syntactically-derived 
expressions, can help foster a deeper understanding of issues integrally linked to 
linguistic heritage, identity, and change. 

2.2 Observations about language shift and usage across Salish 

The ready availability of syntactically-derived modes of expression 
which may function as alternatives to the morphologically-based LS 
constructions has been observed in languages throughout the Salish family_ 
Thompson and Thompson (1992: 112-113) note that both these types of 
constructions are used by NJe'keprnxcin (Thompson River) Salish speakers. 

Parallel to complex words involving lexical sufflxes, speakers 
also use simpler predicates, adding detail by means of 
complements and adjuncts ... which provide more specific 
identiflcation of entities involved. 

Of direct import to questions pertaining to direction and potential 
influences on language shift are several attestations about the declining use of 
LSs. Thompson and Thompson state that: 

[t]he tendency to favor these syntactic constructions over the 
morphological ones with LEXICAL SUFFIXES is one of the 
characteristics of current usage, reflecting the influence of 

g The lexical representation for big is more accurately lelli/ (see (ll.e); also Suttles, 
in press). 
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English and a'general decline in the exploitation of the rich 
synthetic resources of the language" (1992: 112). 

In a similar vein, M. Terry Thompson in her introduction to Haeberlin 
(1974) states: 

... all the [Salishan] languages are rapidly approaching a state 
of, at best, limited use. An important characteristic of their 
late evolution, as they have declined from rich vehicles of 
communication in a cultural pattern now totally altered, is the 
disappearance of precisely these elements--the lexical suffixes-
from the complex morphological constructions that were 
fonnerly common, replaced by full words in syntactic strings 
more similar to English that is now dominant through the 
whole area. (1974: 220) 

Regarding the usage and productivity of lexical suffixes, Kinkade (p.c. 
to PAS) comments: 

This varies from language to language, of course, particularly 
in regard to howfar gone the language is. Their use in 
Columbian is certainly very rich, and they were very 
important for creating new vocabulary to account for all the 
new things brought in by Euroamerican settlers. On the other 
hand, their use in Cowlitz was certainly considerably 
diminished. One of my two infonnants ... often made up new 
words; but she didn't usually use lexical sufflXes for this -
she preferred compounds or phrases. 

With specific reference to the category of LSs which function as 
~numerical classifiers', Galloway (1993) in his description of Upriver 
Halkomelem observes that: 

[theyJ were apparently used more extensively in precontact 
times or even seventy years ago that they are now. Only the 
oldest, most fluent speakers remember many of them and use 
them obligatorily. (1993:213) 

Hinkson's (1999) exploration of semantic properties oflexical 
suffixation across Salish emphasizes that they are a very old, integral 
characteristic of Salish languages, and offer language communities a very 
flexible and productive option for vocabulary-building. As such, for a speaker to 
have mastery of this system is highly valued. Specifically, she states: 

most LSs are extremely old and can be reconstructed for 
Proto-Salish. Though they appear in many frozen 
expressions, lexical sufflXes are still actively used today to 
coin new words. Control of the lexical suffIX system is 
considered a mark ofa fluent speaker. (1999: iii) 



A major goalt thereforet of the present paper has been to extend the 
available docmnentation of morphological paradigms built on #Root=LS 
constructions, to investigate various complex patterns of morphophonemic 
alternation, and to explore issues related to their appropriate use, so that this 
knowledge may be available for h~nq~in~m language revitalization efforts. 

It is important to consider what fonnal constraints may apply within 
the grammar itself which might limit the expressive use of the morphological as 
opposed to syntactic constructions. In other words, are there ways in which the 
expressive power ofthe morphological construction with LSs is restricted in 
comparison to what may be expressed through a syntactically-constructed 
option? Three specific domains of inquiry in this regard are identified in the 
following sections: attribution (§2.3), possession (§2.4), and conjunction 
(§2.S). 

2.3 Attributive modification of a nominal within the scope of a LS 

With respect to the question of whether nominals referenced through 
LSs can be attributively modified, we note the following two types of 
constructions. 

Firstt as already seen abovet a morphologically-derived LS construction 
can itself be built on an attributive root such as em big 9 in (10.a). The 
syntactically constructed paraphrase is given in (1 O.b). 

(10) 
lit. 

a. t~ s8e:WtxW 

t~ s-ffi:=eWtxW 

b. t~ 8i: lehuD 

the smokehouse, bighouse 
Det nom-big=house.LS 
Det nom-Root=LS 

the smokehouse, bighouse 
Det Adj Noun 

Secondly, given the option of specifYing an independent lexical Noun in the 
scope of a quantified #Root=LS expression, utterances like those in (ll.a, c, e) 
show that this noun can be immediately preceded by a modifier. A syntactic 
paraphrase 10 constructed with an independent #Root without a LS is given in 
each of(ll.b, d, f) respectively. 

(11) a. qe:n t~ eem=~xw~t 8i: s-n~xwM 
steal Det 2=vehic1es big nom-canoe 

he stole 2 big canoes 11 

Y Category status is highly controversial in Salish} and is not addressed here. 
10 Further research is necessary to detennine the nature of any semantic differences 
between these sentences. The major point here is that the use of a LS construction 
does not pre-empt modification of a noun. 
11 In the context of local oral history as to why Simon Fraser was not warmly 
received when he arrived at Musqueam. 

'" 



qe:n t~ eem=~xw~ 6i:fb s-n~xw~ he stole 2 really big canoes 
Redup-big 

b. qe:n t~ y~set~ 6i: s-n:)xw~ he stole 2 big canoes 
steal Det 2 big nom~anoe 

c. ni? &y-t-:)s kW eem=~xwM m~m~nt ka:}{W c~leqM 
Aux fIx-tr-3trSu Det 2=vehicle Redup-small car Det yesterday 

he fIXed two little cars yesterday 

d. ni? fby-t-:)s t~ y:)set:) m~m:)nt ka:}{W c~leqM 
Aux fIx-tr-3trSu Det 2 Redup-small car Det yesterday 

he fixed two little cars yesterday 

e. fxw=iws kW &h=iws s-pe?ae 
3=body Det hig=body nom-bear 

f. tixwei:& s-pe?a6 
3 Redup-big nom-bear 

3 big-bodied bears 

3 really big bears 

These data illustrate two different ways of expressing modifIcation in the 
context ofLS constructions. What appears to be necessmy (though this 
hypothesis merits further research) is that there must be an independent nominal 
within the scope of the #Root=LS construction for overt modification to be 
possible. 

2.4 Possession of a nominal within the scope of a LS 

A further question is whether possession can be expressed if a 
morphologically-derived LS construction is used. As seen in the data below, a 
nominal explicitly referenced after a #Root=LS form can be possessed 
according to the full range of grammatical means independently available in the 
h:)nq~min~rh grammar to express possession. 

First, there can be overt possessive marking by afflXes from the regular 
possessive pronominal paradigm. In the following examples, both the LS and 
the nominal( -ized) root within its scope are single-underlined, and the 
possessive SUff'lX (here, third person (3Poss» is double-underlined. 

(12) a. neC=:)xw~t t:) s-n:)xw:)t-~ ?e:tt~n 

one=LS.vehic1e Det nom-~-3Poss 3pl.indep 

They have one canoe. 



h. eem=~xw~t t~ ka:~ teel~y 

one=LS.vehicle Det Q!:-3Poss 3p1.Deic 

Those people have two cars. 

c. 8em=~xw~t t~ k-~l-a:-~ teel~y 

one=LS.vehic1e Det car-pl-3Poss 3pl.Deic 

Those people have two cars. [overt plural marking on noun] 

d. eem=txw lel~m-s - --= 
two=LS.house house-3Poss 

he has two houses; his two houses 

If the possessor is identified by name, the possessive is marked, as is normally 
the case, by the oblique (obI) detenniner 1 preceding the proper noun, 
following the possessed noun: 

(13) a. eem=~xw~t b s-n~xw~t ~ Roddy 

two=LS.vehicle Det nom-£![ obI proper.noun -Roddy has two cars. 

h. w~ nec=~xw~t ?af t~ ka: ~ Phyllis 

est one= LS. vehicle restrict Det Q!: obI proper.noun 

Phyllis has only one car. 

A further type of possessive marking in h~nq~min~m occurs with the we?
construction (see Suttles (in press); Shaw, Blake, & Campbell (1998/2001». 
The following pair of sentences establish that possession functions in a fully 
parallel manner whether the overt nominal argument of we? (here s-n~xW~) 
occurs in the scope of the LS of a #Root=LS construction (14.a) or whether it 
occurs independently in the counterpart construction without a LS (14.h). 

(14) a. ni? s-qe:n}{W eem~xw~t n~ s-we? ~ s-n~xw~t 

Aux ?-steal Dettwo=LS.car IsPoss nom-own IsPoss nom-car 

he stole my two cars 

at. ni? s-qe:n }{W y~sef~ n~ s-we? n~ s-n~xw~t 

Aux ?-steal Det two IsPoss nom-own lsPoss nOill-car 
-- === 

he stole my two cars 

In summary, these data establish that a broad range of possessive strategies 
available elsewhere within the h~nq~min~m grammar may also be applied with 
LS constructions. As was the case with modification (§2.3), however, the 



delimiting hypothesis sustained by our data is that there must be an independent 
overt nominal within the scope of the #Root=LS construction in order for it to 
be possible to mark possession. 

2.5 Conjunction of nominals within the scope of a LS 

A third question·is whether more than one nominal within the semantic 
scope of a LS construction can be conjoined, and what constraints might apply. 
The data in (I5.a, b) document two alternative responses to the question 
previously posed in (2.a). 

cf (2) a. KWin=~WS KW_~ x~nc~? How many X was your catch? 
how.many=iws Det-2Poss catch 
[where X signifies membership in the 
=iws class] 

(15) a.1xw=iws KW-~n-s x~nc~ nx=iws ma?~W 1i? nx=iws 
3=bodies Det-lsPoss-nom catch 1 =body duck Conj 1 =body 
Three was my catch: one duck and one seagull and one crow.12 

qW~lit~q 1i1 nx=iws s~lat 
seagull Conj 1 =body crow 

b. tixw KW-~n-s x~nc~ n~ca1 ma?~W 1i1 nXa1 
3 Det-lsPoss-nom catch 1 duck Conj 1 
Three was my catch: one duck and one seagull and one crow. 

qW~lit~ 1i? nXa1 s~laf 
seagull Conj 1 crow 

We conclude, therefore, that conjunction of independent nominals within the 
scope of a #Root=LS construction is straightforwardly possible. Interestingly, 
each option in (15) has fully parallel structure: in (15.a), the initial #Root occurs 
with a LS (ttw=iws), and all three subsequent #Roots mirror this construction 
with nX=iws. In (IS.b) the initial #Root is bare (fu"'), as are all the subsequent 
ones (mea?). It is not clear whether this manifest parallelism is a stylistic 
preference or is subject to any fonnal granunatical constraints. 

2.6 Summary 

The basic goal of this section has been to initiate a more systematic 
investigation into the generally latent question of whether there are fonnal 

12 "Only the duck was good to eat" foHowed in the discourse. 



properties within the h~)Jiq~miIi~rh (or, more generally, Salish) grammatical 
system which might limit the expressive capability of Iexically-sufftxed 
constructions as opposed to alternatively available syntactic paraphrases. 
Although more extensive analysis of the research issues raised here would 
contribute substantively to clarifying the nature, scope, and possible variation in 
the contraints involved, the preliminary data presented here show that attribution 
(§2.3), possession (§2.4), and conjunction (§2.5) are all readily possible on 
overt nominals within the scope of a LS. Our hypothesis is that expression of 
these three properties is dependent on the presence of such independent 
nominals; intuitively, this would seem to be derivative of semantic constraints 
rather than of a syntactic system per sc. 

3 Locus of LS with compound bases 

The central question in this section relates to the identification of the 
appropriate domain for affixation ofLSs in the case of coordinate structure. As a 
basic frame of reference , the cardinal numbers from 1 to 10, plus the base fonns 
for 20, 100,200, and 1000 are given in (16/3

• 

(16) Cardinal Nmnbers 

WS:384, AP, DP, AG 

1 nXa? 

2 y~sef~ 

3 fuw 

4 x~?afun 

5 1:ci~ 

6 {x~m 

7 t'Bcf?kws 

8 tqCce? 

9 ru:xw 

10 ?cf~ 

Phonetic variants Phonological processes 

[?isef~] vocalization of /y/ with 
epen [?] onset 

[xa?aEhn] translmyngeal V
hannony 

13 Forms documented by Suttles (in press) are abbreviated WS with page references. 
Where he identified speaker variation by initials, that information is repeated here. 
The other consultants who have contributed their knowledge to this research are 
also identified by their initials. 



20 CKW&X 
100 " 

, 
n~wx 

200 86' rnx 

y~sef~ ne~wx 14 

1000 ?' ", 15 
a~nne~wx 

The number system for counting from 11-19,21-29,31-39, etc., is 
formed by compounding the #Root for 10 (or 20, etc., respectively) with a 
#Root from 1 through 9. These are conjoined by the regular conjunction (Conj) 
1i1; the second #Root (but not the fIrst) is preceded by the determiner (Det) }{w. 
Thus, 19 is constructed as follows: 

(17) 1a~n 1i1 I(w tu:XW 

10 Conj Det 9 

As discussed in §2, the use of a LS as a numerical classifier is not obligatory. 
Consequently, it is fully grammatical in a sentence such as (18.a) cited from 
Guerin (1986), for the LS =~XwM (appropriate for reference to cars), not to 
appear on either #Root. Similarly, in (I8.b), it is not necessary for the LS 
=(w)i:nxw to be used. 

(18) a. 1aIXln 1i1 I(w fuw k-~l-i-ka: 13 small caIS 

10 Conj Det 3 Dim-[pl]-car 

b. 1aJX)n 1i1 I(w y~sef~ sy~tan:m1 12 yeaI8 

10 Conj Det 2 year 

However, when a speaker chooses to use a LS on compound numbers, a relevant 
question is: where does it go? That is, given that there are two #Roots in such 
constructions, the question is which #Root does a LS attach to? Or does it 
attach to both #Roots? There are three logical possibilities (note: the LS is 
underlined here, and in the egs. to fonow, for ease of reference): 

(19) a. #Root Conj Det #Root=LS 
b. #Root=LS Conj Det #Root=LS 
c. #Root=LS Conj Det #Root 

14 This form occurs in the active productive speech of AP, as well as the 6emoo form. 
ISOalloway (1993:407) records ?aF'J kWs l€:~oo for 1000. Aside from the 
straightf01ward n:1 correspondence, note that the Upriver Halkomelem form differs 
from the Musqueam fonn in including the Det kWs between ?a}Y.ll1 0 and J€:c~woo 
100. Leslie (1979:91) records the loan taws~n 1000 for the Cowichan dialect. 



Interestingly, all three of these possibilities are attested in our data, though the 
frrst two patterns are significantly more prevalent than the third. 

The data in (20) illustrates the fIrst pattern above, (19.a), where the LS 
is attached only to the second member of the compound. 

(20) a. ?a}Y.)n ?i? t{w nx=~ 11 trees [ef §5.10] 
10 Conj Det 1 =tree 

b. ?a~n ?i? l{w y~sef~?=~ 12 trees [eE. §5.10] 
10 Conj Det 2 =tree 

c. ?a~n ?i? t{w y~set=~g~n 12 baskets [ef. §5.8] 
10 Conj Det 2 =container 

d. ?a~n ?i? t{w iqxs=em~f6 15poles [cf. §5.14] 
10 Conj Det 5 =pole 

It is with the LS =:KI~n for counting containers (baskets, buckets, etc.) that we 
have also recorded the third pattern, that is, where the LS is attached to only the 
fust #Root. Thus, compare (21) below with (20.c) above. 

(21) ?~p6n=~g~n ?i? KW nQCa? 
10=containerConj Det 1 

eleven baskets [ei §5.8] 

When counting ducks (=iws) and dollars (=as), the LS attaches to both members 
of the compound, as shown by the data in (22). 

(22) a. ?~p6n=~ws ?i? KW nx=iws elevendueks [ef §5.9] 
10 =duck Conj Det l=duck 

h. ?~pan=~s ?i? KW n:Sc=~s eleven dollars [ef §5.5] 
10=dollar Conj Det 1 =dollar 

c. CKw~X=!!. ?i? }{W nx=~s twenty-one dollars 
20=dollar Conj Det 1 =dollar 

It is worth noting that in all of our data involving the counting of money (see 
§5.5 below), the LS =as '" =~s is consistently present on both numbers. 

In the related Upriver Halkomelem dialect, data cited by Galloway 
(1993) also shows the LS attaching to both #Roots in a compounp when 
counting money (=~s): 



(23) Upriver Halkomelem (Galloway 1993:406,408). 

cf. 

a. ?~pa:l=~s qES KW~ l~~! eleven dollars 
10=dollar Conj Det 1 =dollar 

?a~l 

10 

qES KW~ l~ 
t~ 

Conj Det 1 

eleven (lit. ten and the one) 

However, it would seem that this is not uniformly the case. When counting 
paddles or canoe paddlers, the LS =ow~s appears on only the frrst #Root, as 
seen in (24.a). Similarly, when counting people (=E1~), the LS is attached only 
to the frrst #Root (24.b )J6; here the second #Root ( one) undergoes 
reduplication, which is the independently attested form for one person (rather 
than *lx=~. 

(24) Upriver Halkomelem (Galloway 1993:409,410). 

a. ?~pB1=ow~ qES t~ I~ eleven paddles 
10=canoes Conj Det 1 

b. ?~p=€l~ qES t~ la-l~ eleven people 
10=people Conj Det Redup-l 

cf la-l~ one person 

Commentary with respect to this issue in the Northern Interior Salish 
languages suggest a much more restrictive pattern of use there. Thompson and 
Thompson (1992: 189) make the following observation for Nle'kepmxcin 
(Thompson River) Salish: LSs Hare seldom used with numbers larger than ten, 
and when they are it is only the final unit number that appears in classificatory 
form.H [No data are given to exemplify this point.] 

With respect to Lillooet, van Eijk states that f([iJn complex numerals, 
suffixes [LSs] combine with the last member (1997: 131): 

(25) q~mp wi pal?=itaz' eleven trees, bushes (=iiazt tree, bush). 

It would seem then that the documented patterns in these Northern Interior 
Salish languages are systematically restricted to the rightmost member of the 
compound. In contrast, as illustrated by the data in (20)-(22), all three of the 
logically possible suffixation patterns are attested in Musqueam. 

16 Note, as in b:;)nq:;)mm:;)m (§5.3), the apparent baplology of one of tbe adjacent 
identical syllables: *?:;)pe.l=el:;) 



4 Allomorphyand morphophonemic alternation 

Words built upon #Root=LS morphology exhibit considerable 
allomorphic and morphophonemic variation. Several factors undoubtedly 
contribute to this. On the one hand, the historical time depth of LSs within the 
Salish languages can contribute to greater lexicalization, irregularity and opacity. 
As well, the roots that these LSs are attaching to are numeric roots, and number 
systems themselves tend to sustain irregularity; for example, the English 
number system perpetuates irregularities in the lower numbers, like rlIst as 
opposed to *one-tb, second as opposed to *two-th, third as opposed to *three
th, but then regularizes from four-th onwards. 

One plausible factor influencing the decline in use ofLS constructions 
across Salish and the concomitant shift to syntactically-derived constructions (as 
documented in §2 above) is the rich system of lexical allomorphy and 
morphophonemic interaction in LS-derived morphology. Consequently, if the 

. LS systems are to be sustained in Salish grammatical systems through the 
current critically challenging period oflanguage maintenance and revitalization, 
it is important to identify and address the learnability issues which are 
associated with these particular areas of more focussed lexical and phonological 
complexity. Often referred to as the t extreme' of morphological conditioning is 
suppletion, the case where an allomorph bears no systematic predictable 
relationship to what may be posited to be a 'base' representation of the 
morpheme, or to other variant forms (or allomorphs) of that same morpheme in 
the language. Diachronic factors characteristically have considerable influence on 
the evolution of suppletive allomorphy. In contexts of precipitous language 
loss, the synchronic status and stability of suppletion in a grammar are of 
particular interest. A salient pattern of suppletive alternation within the LS 
constructions involving the #Root for two are the focus of the following 
section. 

4.1 Allomorphy in the Root for two: y~et~ '" &m-

Within the #Root=LS paradigms is an alternation between y~set~, 
which functions as the free-standing Root for two, as well as a fairly transparent 
base for suffIxation of the LSs shown in (26.a) below, and a suppletive 
allomorph €)em-, which functions exclusively as a bound Root, occurring in 
conjunction with the LSs listed in (26.b). The section number in the leftmost 
column in these tables refers the reader to the full paradigms in §5 where each of 
these specific LSs is exemplified in detail. All the #Root=LS paradigms are full 
of alternations based on regular phonological processes of stress and schwa
reduction, which are not discussed here; the reader is referred to Shaw, Blake, 
Campbell, & Shepherd (1999); Shaw (2001,2002) for detailed analysis. As 
well, it will be noted that some of the derivatives of y~et~ occur in 
reduplicated form (e.g. y~yset~~ $200); although the shape of the 
reduplicative prefIx (Redup) conforms to regular generalizations, its presence in 



these forms but not in others is not fully understood and will not be further 
addressed here. The e -- a Ablaut alternation exhibited in the fonn yasat=as 
meaning two dollars is a regular morphologically-conditioned process further 
exemplified and discussed in §S.5 below. 

(26) a. Root-based allomorphy: yoseto two (free-standing Root) 

§5.3 =ef~ peopJe ye-ys=~f~ Redup-2=peopJe 

§5.5 =as dollars, round y~saf=~s 2=dollars 

§5.5 
, 

hundred ya-ysef~wac Redup-2=hundred ($) =wac 

§5.8 =aqan containers yasef=aqan 2=containers 

§S.9 
. , 

birds, animals yQs~l=fws 2=ducks, fowl. .. =IWS 

§5.10 =atp trees y~sefa?=atp 2=trees 

§5.11 =mat kinds, packs yasefa=mat 2=blanket packs 

§5.14 =em~t'6 long obj. ?Q-ysaf=em~t'6 Redup-2=long objects 

(26) b. Suppletive aUomorphy: 6em- two (bound Root) 

(2) =(w)ac hundred eem=~c 2=hundred 

§S.l =et times eam=e twice, 2=times 

§S.6 =~xwat canoe 6em=axwat 2=canoes 

§5.7 =(aw)txW building &.Sm=txW 2=houses, buildings 

§5.13 =(aw)i:nxw years eam=( aw)i:nxw 2=years 

§5.1S s- ... -s nom- -ordinal s-~m-~nt-s 2nd day, Tuesday 

First, it is important to enquire about the lexical relationship of 6em- to yoseto. 
Given its eve root-canonical fonn and its complete lack of phonological 
correspondence with yoseto, it is quite plausible that 6em- was historically an 
independent Root. However, synchronically it seems more coherent to analyse 
the two morphs in the present day grammar as allomorphs. In support of this is 
the fact that 6em- occurs in complementary distribution with yoseto. 
Interestingly, however, this distribution is not transparently predictable, either 
phonologically or semantically; rather, one must conclude that it is 
morphologically-conditioned. If so, one would predict inter-speaker andlor 
cross-dialectal variation, and this is indeed the case, as illustrated below. 

An initial observation from comparing these two distributional sets is 
that there is no clear semantic cohesion in the distribution of either set of 
allomorphs. That is, the semantics of the LSs in (26.a) compared with (26.b) do 
not provide a basis for predicting which allomorph any of the LSs should co-



occur with. Nor does their phonological fonn offer any transparent criteria for 
predictability in the choice of allomorph. 

However, there is very interesting intra- and cross-dialectal variability 
in the attested forms for 200. Within the Musqueam dialect itself, the words for 
two hundred (200) as opposed to two hundred dollars ($200) are constructed on 
different allomorphs of the Root for two. The basic form for 200 in 
h:;)Jiq~min~m (see (2) above) is built on the suppletive allomorph 6em- plus a 
form of the LS for hundred (normally =wac17 with the initiallwl truncated, 
plausibly due to the adjacent labiality of the preceding [m]): eeIh=ac lit. 
two=hundred. The non-suppletive form yas6ia n6cawac is also an active variant 
in the speech of our consultant: it can be freely used in the same contexts as 
66m=ac, reflecting essentially free variation. 

In contrast, the money referent for $200 does not have corresponding 
variant forms. The term in use is not built on 66m=ac as a base plus the LS =as 
,.... =as for money; that is, neither *eem=ac=as nor *eam=ac=as, which are what 
one might expect, are attested. Rather, the word for $200 is constructed from 
the non-suppletive allomorph yaseia, plus the LS =was for hundred; plus a 
reduplicative (Redup) prefix, but with no LS for money, the result being: ya
ys6ta=-wQC. 

On the one hand, it is well documented (e.g. Kiparsky 1982, etc.) that 
derived forms tend to regularize, but on the other hand, it is not entirely clear 
here what would manifestly be characterizing ya-ys6fa=Wac as t more derived': it 
does, certainly, have one more layer of affixation, the Redup prefix, but Redup 
of this shape and context is not standardly viewed as t derivational'. Further, 
$200 is not overtly (derived' by suffixation of the LS for money, consequently, 
the semantics of the form for $200 are correspondingly more opaque (i.e. more 
lexicalized) given that it doesn't have the overt LS for money. It would seem, 
then, that the forms eeIh=ac for 200 and ya-ys6ia=iroo for $200 have simply 
both become quite lexicalized, each in different ways: the former with the 
suppletive allomorph of the Root, and the latter with the covert semantic 
connotation (rather than explicit LS morphological representation) of reference to 
money. 

In terms of cross-dialectal comparison, the form for 200 that Galloway 
cites (Galloway 1993:407) for Upriver Halkomelem is not built from the 
suppletive allomorphy. Rather it corresponds directly to the non-

17 Suttles (in press:384) analyses this suffix as -:}c or -?:}c, but this does not 
transparently account for the presence of the [w] in 100, neC:}wac. Galloway 
(1993:407) analyses the suffix as -aw:}c, attributing the schwa as well as the [w] to 
the suffIx (note the well-documented resonant deglottalization of w to w in 
Upriver). Our position is intermediary between these two: we hypothesize that the 
[w] is part of the suffix, subject to deletion after another labial, viz. lf1em=w:}cl -
[f1emac]. and that the first schwa belongs to the root in each case: this is transparent 
in Y:;'IseiSl 2 vis-a-vis y:}-ysef~w:}c 200, and straightforwardly the result of schwa
reduction from nacn? 1 vis-a-vis nec~w:}c 100. 



supp1etive h~nq~min~nh fonn y~et~ n~w:;)C. That is, it is compositionally 
constructed from the independent free-standing root for two phrasally 
concatenated with the word for 100 ~ itself built up from the root for one plus 
the LS for hundred, specifically the syntactic phrasal construction: ?is€:la 
l€:c,wac lit. two one=hundred, where the Noun on the right is itself a 
#Root=LS. An interesting question for extended research is the extent to which 
the suppletive allomorph (alternatively, told' root) 8em- may persist in this 
Upriver dialect as well as in the Island Halkomelem dialects. 

In this context, a further observation based on Galloway's (1993:411) 
documentation of Up river dialects pertains to the base for two which cooccurs 
with the suffix for counting houses. (The data are reproduced in §5.7 below.) 
What is important for the present purposes is that the Tait fonn ?isl€:wtxW for 
two houses is not built on the suppletive allomorph for two, Sem-., which 
serves as the base in all attested sources for the h~nq~mm~rh dialect, viz. Sem
txW. For suppletion to persist in a grammar, it presumably must sustain a fairly 
high functional load: for example, it may be hypothesized that English went and 
am endure - despite their lack of phonologically predictable allomorphy -
because of their pervasive use. Once usage, and the context for usage, of a word 
declines, supp1etive allomorphy will undoubtedly be vulnerable to loss. One 
would expect then that the direction of diachronic change would be towards 
paradigm regularization. This is indeed what would seem to be reflected by the 
loss of the suppletive allomorph in the Tait dialect. 

A fInal question we investigated with respect to the distribution of the 
suppletive allomorph was its potential participation in compound structures of 
the fonn discussed in §3 above. Specifically, given the use of the suppletive 
allomorph with the specific LSs identified in (26.b) above, the question was 
whether the suppletive allomorph plus LS would be used intact in higher order 
numbers built as compounds. That is, given that 2=years employs the 
supp1etive allomorph, and given that 12 is a compound structure (see §3), then 
would 12 years, 22 years, etc., also allow the suppletive allomorph with the 
LS? Native speaker judgements rejected such constructions, as in ( c) and (g) 
below. 

(27) a. &m=i:nxw 

b. ?a~n ?i? I{w y~sef~ 

ate c. ?a~n ?i? }{W &m=i:nxw 

d. ?a~n ?i? }{W y~sef~ sy~fan~m 

e. eem=~xw:rl 

f. ?a~n ?i?}{W y~set~ 

* g. ?a~n ?i? I{w eem=~xw:rl 

h. ?a~n ?i? }{W y~set~ sanixw:rl 

two years 
twelve [10 Conj Det 2] 

twelve years 
twelve yeatS 

two canoes 
twelve 
twelve canoes 
twelve canoes (PI) 



Interestingly however, if the initial member ofthe compound is itself suffIXed 
with a LS which requires suppletive allomorphy, then a suppletive #Root=LS 
fonn will surface on the right. Compare the well-fonnedness of(28) below with 
the unacceptability of(27.g) above. 

(28) 202 canoes 

Various competing hypotheses as to why this might be so remain to be tested. 

5 Paradigms ofNwnerical Root plus Lexical Suff"lXes 

In this section, comparative data from various sources is presented, 
with the congruent goals of documenting interspeaker variation and of fmding 
gaps in the paradigms which we have tried to contribute to filling!'. As well, 
some commentary is offered about variant fonn and patterns of usage, with 
exemplification. In the AP column, our hypotheses regarding morpheme 
boundaries are generally made explicit, following the Salish tradition of 
marking LSs with a preceding = boundary. Where morphological boundary 
information is uncontroversially (we hope) interpretable in other documentation, 
we have included that as well, with the goal of facilitating comparison across 
the columns of each paradigm. Although the unsufflXed ordinal system was 
presented in (16) as a basic frame of reference, these forms are included in the 
tables below (where space pennits) in order to facilitate comparison across the 
morphophonemic changes within each paradigm. 

5.1 Number of times: =et times, e.g. twice'" two times ... 

ROOT WS:386 AP DP 

1 nXa? nxexw nx=exw nxexw 

2 y~sef~ &me &m=e &me 

3 fuw ixwet txw=ei txw=ei 

4 x~?aEbn x~net x~n=ei x~n=et 

5 .<tqec~ 14ecset ;qxs=ei <tqxs=ei 

U Although our intent has been to be as broadly inclusive as possible, we welcome 
communication regarding documentation inadvertently not included here, as well as 
additional data which would contribute to flUing residual gaps. 



Root WS AP DP 

6 tx~m txamet ixam=6t ixam=6t 

7 i6a?kws i6akwset t'eakws=et f6akws=et 

8 tq6ce? - tq~ca?=6t tq~ca?=6t 

9 hi:xw - tU:xw=et 

10 ?apan ?apanet ?~pan=6t ?~pan=6t 

how many? lCwin lCwanet lCwan=et 

Although one and two are irregular, the LS is consistently =et from three on 
in the paradigm. 

Here the root Vowel deletion in three vs. the reduction to schwa in 
five, seven and how many follows the generalizations in Shaw (2001). It is 
interesting to note that the Root V in eight and ten reduces to schwa, even 
though it surfaces as two syllables away from the LS, and functions as a Foot 
head marked by secondary stress. This implies that epenthetic schwa is 
transparent to the lexical V-reduction triggered by =ei. 

Stress throughout the paradigm is consistent with the generalizations in 
Shawet. al (1999), Shaw (2001). Examples of usage follow. 

(28) a. ni? ?a cxw wat tern-at ta Addie? 
Aux Q 2sSu already caU-t.tr det Name 
Did you (sg) call Addie yet? 

b. &m=e lCw-an-s ni? tern-at ?i? ?6wa-te? ixWt~lqan. 
2=times det-lsPoss-nom Aux call-t.tr conj Neg answer 
I called her twice & there was no answer. 

c. iqocs=et lCw-an-s ni? tem-Qt ?i? ?~wa-te? txWt~lqQn. 
5=times det-lsPoss-nom Aux call-t.tr conj Neg answer 
I called her 5 times & there was no answer. 

d. l won=et }(W_:l6 ni? tern-at? 
how.many=times det-2sPoss Aux call-t.tr 
How many times did you (sg) call her? 

e. nOO=6xW ?af 
1 =time restric 
just once 



5.2 Base 10 System: =~t=sxe -.. =~t=cye mUltiples often, times ten 

ROOT WS:384 [CC1 DP AP 

20 y~sef~ CKw~X CKw~X CKw~X 

30 iixw t~xw=~t=sxe taxw=~t=sxe taxw=at=cye 

40 x~?aOdn Xa6an--'l-sxe Xaean=et=sxe X~u--'l-cye 

50 tq~s t~acs=~t=sxe tqecs=at=sxe tqacs=~t=cye 

tqacs=~t=sxe 

60 ix~m ix~m=~t=sxe ixam=at=sxe ixam=~t=cye 

70 {Sa?kWs f8~kws=~t=sxe t'6akws=~t=sxe f6akws=~t=cye 

80 tqece? t~q::}c=~t=sxe tqaca?=et=sxe tqac=~t=cye 

90 m:xw tu:xw=~t=sxe tU:xw=~t=sxe tU:xw=~t=cye 

100 ?apan 
... , , 

" 
, 

" 
, 

n~w~c necawac ne~w~c 

Suttles [WS:384] records JP's form of this LS as =at=cye, this being 
essentially the same form attested in AP's speech. However, in AP's 
pronunciation, there is palatalization of the affiicate lei to [6] (this representing a 
more palatalized, but not lip-rounded articulation) before the following palatal 
/yl glide. Similarly, lsi palatalizes to [8] before Iy/. 

Suttles [WS:257] notes 'for a few lexical suffixes a final IiI appears as 
[I] before -t transitive, an alternation not observed elsewhere ... '. What is 
observed in one variant of the lexical suffix here is an alternation between IiI 
and [1] governed by rate of speech. In slow speech, the segment is clearly [t], 
but in fast speech sounds like [1]. 

(29) slow: ix~m=at=cye 
fast: ix~m=al=cye 

There are a number of cases where there is multiple layering ofLSs, with the 
sequence indicating multiples often followed by another LS, for e.g.: 

(30) a. iqecs~t= eye=ai 
5=times= 10=times 

50 times 

h. KW~n=t=cye=al~s how many tens ofmesh? [WS:273] 
how .many=times= 1 0= net.mesh, eye 



5.3 People =e1~"'" =~l~ [WS]; =ef~ [AP] 

ROOT WS:385-6 AP DP AG 

1 nXa? rulnXe? fCC] na:nea? na:nea? nan~? 

nan~? ' t, 
na:n~ 

""' mi:nea? [JP] 

2 y~set~ y~ys~l~ yeys=~f~ y~yes=~l~ yeys=~f~ 

3 'iixw i~xwel~ ixw=6f~ ixw=e1~ ixw=e1~ 

4 x~?a(7.)n X~:l~ X~:f~ X~:l~ 

5 '14~ i4ecs61~ iqxs=6f~ 

6 {x~m {x6m~l~ {x6m=~f~ 

7 t'Ba?kWs f6akwseI~ t'B~kws=6f~ 

8 tq6ce? tqe~?eI~ tqec~?=ef~ 

9 ru:xw tu:xweI~ tU:xw=ef~ 

10 ?aIXln ?~pe:l~ ?~pe:f~ ?~p=6:1~ ?~pe:l~ 

20 Ckw~X ckwxel~ ckw~x=6f~ ckwx=6l~ 

kWin kWi:t~ KWi:f~ 

q~ qxel~ qx=6foo 

Suttles (WS:386) further documents ?aJX»l i A:w rulDOCe? for eleven, etc., his 
f(etc.H implying that it is the righthand member of each of the compounds from 
11 to 19 that is modified by the LS construction. We were not able to obtain 
relevant further documentation on this from our consultants. 

The following examples of sentential usage show various kinds of 
plural number agreement. In (31.a, b) a specified noun in the scope of the 
Number=LS is overtly marked with CVC- reduplication, compared with the 
cases in (31.c,d) where, under the focussed interpretation There are ... , the noun 
is not reduplicated, but the Plural infIX [-~l-] is marked on the verb. 

(31) a. ?~:1~ s-i~n-ten~y ni? nem xiem kW~ 80: 

10=people nom-Redup-woman Aux go watch Det show 

Ten women went to the movies. 



h. {X~=~l~ s-i~n-ien~y ni? nero ?a:i t~ s-n~xwoo: 

6=people nom-Redup-woman Aux go aboard det nom-canoe 

Six women got on the canoe. 

c. X~:l~ kW~ na xW~1m~xw ?-~l-a-?oo: kW~ na s-n~xwoo:. 

4=people det deic FN.person Redup-pl-aboard det deic nom-canoe 

There are 4 people on the canoe. 

4=people person Redup-pl-aboard det deic nom-canoe 

There are 4 people on the canoe. 

Both Suttles (in press) and Guerin (1986) cite fonns with =e1x (WS) and =efx 
(AG 1986: 113) as a variant LS for person. Their examples all occur with the 
root /qxI many, e.g. crx61~manypeople (WS:274), crxef~ si~ien~y many 
women [AG]. We assume that the fmal-c is an independent sufiix, but have not 
been able to re-elicit such fonns to explore this issue further. 

5.4 C(C)VC- Reduplication at a time, plus =e1~ people 

Whereas a CV - pattern of Reduplication is found on the derived fonns for one 
and two in §5.3 above, a C(C)VC- pattern of Reduplication19 marks an 
independent process signifying X number of people at a time; by XS (in a line 
or row), as shown below. The non-reduplicated fonns from the previous 
paradigm (5.3) are cited below following AP's speech as a frame of reference. 

ROOT 

1 n&Ca? ml:nea? '" na:n~ 1 person 

WS n~-na:nea? one by one 

AP, JG ' ", , 
noc-na;n~ 1 person at a time; 1 by 1 

2 y~sef~ y&ys=~f~ 2 people 

WS y~sy&ys~l~ 2by2 

19 We thank Adeline Point ofxwm~kw:;)y~m (Musqueam) and Josephine Good of 
kWikw~~m (Coquitlam) for their collaboration in the documentation of these fonns. 



3 'lixw 1xw=et~ 3peopJe 

AP, JG i~xw-i~xw=ef~ 3 people at a time; by 38 

4 x~~f~ 4peopJe 

AP, JG X~X~:t~ 4 people at a time; by 4s 

6 ix&m ix6m=~f~ 6people 

AP, JG {x~m-{x6m=~t~ 6 people at a time; by 68 

7 t'lci?kws (6~kws=et~ 7people 

AP, JG t'l~kw-(6~kws=et~ 7 people at a time; by 78 

9 ru:xw tU:xw=e1~ 9 people 

AP, JG tU:xW-tuxw=et~ 9 people at a time; by 9s 

10 ?cip~ ?~=e:t~ 10 people 

AP, JG ?~p-?~p=e:t~ 10 people at a time; by lOs 

20 CKw~X cKw~xw=ei~ 20peopJe 

AP, JG CKw~X-CKw~Xw=et~ 20 people at a time; by 20s 

Included in the table above are Suttles' (WS:386) recorded fOnTIS for one by one 
and two by two. The documentation of the fonns for numbers above twoare 
from our consultants. Although descriptions of other Salish languages also 
include reference to pluractional reduplication20 ~ what is to our knowledge 
unique21 within Salish about this h~.tiq~mm~m pattern is its form as revealed 
by the reduplication of numbers such as six and twenty. What is specifically 
interesting is the phonological shape of the reduplicant in these cases, as it 
sustains the initial CC- cluster of the base (see Shaw 2002 for discussion and 
analysis). At this point in our documentation, there remain gaps in the 
paradigm, specifically for five and eight, as well as for any of the compound 
roots. 

The use of this reduplicative construction in combination with the =ef~ 
people LS confonns to Lasersohn' s (1995) characterization, within a broad range 

20 For example, van Eijk (1987, 1997), Bar-el (1998), Matthewson (2000). 
21 In the context of our initial presentation of these data at the 2001 ICSNL 
conference, none of the participants there could attest to a CCVC- reduplication 
pattern documented elsewhere. We would certainly appreciate being infonned of any 
other cases like this in Salish. 



of distributive notions, of ~participant pluractiona1ity~; that is, it characterizes an 
action involving a plurality of participants, distributed in separate groups 
(including a potential t group' of one at a time), each group identifiable as 
having the same number of participants engaging in essentially the same action. 
For example, the construction was used in reference to canoes races, where there 
were several canoes out on the water, each canoe having within it 10 people 
pulling. A second example was with reference to kids from the community pre
school going on a fieldtrip, lined up to walk along the sidewalk in groups of 3, 
each group of3 kids beside each other holding hands, but with an unspecified 
number of successive groups of 3 following in the line. 

5.5 =as "" ~ Round objects, e.g. faces,money(dollars) 

This particular LS is very commonly used, especially for its role in 
designating money. Consequently, an additional paradigm for number beyond 
Ito 10 is included below. 

WS:386 AP 

1 n!JCa? n6C~s " nac=~s 

2 y~set~ ?isalas yasaf=~s 

3 fuw iixwas ifxw=as 

4 xa?a(1.)n x~as x~n=as 

5 1q' ecas - 1qac=as 

6 {x~m - ix~m=~s 

7 t'la?kws - (Oa?kw=as 

8 tq6ce? - tqece?=s '" tqCc=~s 

9 ru:xw - m:xw=as 

10 ?apan ?~panas ?ap3n=~s 

how many? }(win }(Wfnas k:win~s 

As noted in the fonn for two, this sufftx triggers an Ablaut shift of e to a in the 
preceding root. This same shift accounts for the a in ?~~, as this is the 
(predictable) ablauted fonn of the al1omorph ?~ . 

The following set of forms have been documented specifically within 
the domain of counting dollars. 



$11 ?~pan=~s ?i? }{W nx=~s 

$12 ?~pan=~s ?i? }{W y~saf=~s 

$13 ?~pan=~s ?i? }{W tixw=~s 

$14 ?~pan=~s ?i? }{W x~n=~s 

$15 ?~pan=~s ?i? }{W Tqac=~s 

$16 ?~pan=~s ?i? lCw {x&m=~s 

$17 ?~pan=~s ?i? }{W (6a?kw=~s 

$18 ?~pan=~s ?i? }{W tqece?=s 

$19 ?~pan=~s ?i? }{W tU:xw=~s 

$20 cKw~x=as ,..... cKwx=as 

$30 T~xw=~ya?=~s 

$40 x~n-1=cya?=~ 

$50 t4xs=~ya?=~s 

$60 {xmn~ya?=~s 

$70 (6~kws=M=cya?=~s 

$80 tqx=M== cya'?=~s 

$90 tii!xw=~T=cya'?=~s 

$100 ,t t 
n~wx Note: no =~s SUffIX 

$200 y~ysef~wx 

As documented in §3 earlier~ there is non-unifonnity in h~nq~min~m with 
respect to whether other LSs are marked on only the fIrst #Root, or only the 
second #Root, or on both. What is of interest in this money paradigm, as seen 
in the fonns from $11 through $19, is that the LS for dollar is consistently 
attached to both numerical roots in the compound structure. 



5.6 Canoes = ~xw~ 

Interestingly, this SUff'lX is only attested as marked on the #Roots for 
one , two, and how many, but its use is very common in these contexts, as well 
as on non-numeric roots (as seen in several examples in §2 above). 

WS:386 AP 

1 nXa? ne&'xw~ nec=~xwM 

2 y~sei~ eem~xw~i eem=~xw~ 

3 tlxw y~iii~xW y~ii-i~xw 

4 x~?a(bn y~a?a€hn 

5 i4ec~ YM~ec~s fCC] 

?ii~~~s [JP] 

how many? j{win j{win=~xw~ 

Beyond counting two canoes, the numeric root is prefIXed by y~, often 
translated as moving along (cf. Suttles, in press). Representative data 
exemplifying the use of each ofthe documented #Root=LS fonns follow: 

(32) a. nec=~xwM tl s-n~xwM-s ?e:ibn. 
one=canoe Det nom-canoe-3Poss 3pl 
They have one canoe. 

b. eem=~xw~i t~ s-n~xw~-s teel~Y. 
two=canoe Det nom-canoe-3Poss deic-pl 
Those people have 2 canoes. 

c. j{win=~xw~ t~ s-~nixw~i mi i~-ii:i? 
how.many=LS Det nom-Redup-canoe Aux Redup-come.ashore 
How many canoes are coming ashore? 



5.7 =ewtxW '" =~WtxW "" _txW [WS], =~WtxW [AP] house, building 

WS:387 AP AG 

1 nfJCa? ne~wtx.w nec=~WtxW nec=~WtxW 

2 y~set~ e6mtxW e6m=txW ~m=txW 

3 fuw 'lxw~WtxW 1xw=~wtxW 1ixw=:nvtxW 

4 x~?aEbn - x~n=~WtxW 

5 i4~ - 14' , ecs=~WtxW 

6 lx~m - ix~m=~wtxW 

7 t'1a?kws - f8A?k:ws=eWtxW 

8 tq6ce? - tqecs=~WtxW 

9 ru:xw - tU:xw=~wtxW 

10 ?a~ - -

howmany? }{win Kwin~wtxW Kwin=~wtxW 

Interestingly, the h~.ti4~mm~m form for one house is homophonous 
with the form for dilferenthouse (see also Suttles 2000:387, 462). When the 
intransitive suffix -~m is added, neb=3wtxW-OOI means to go to a different 
house, to go visiting as shown by the following example. 

(33) nem c~n nec~WtxW-~m rm going visiting [AP] 
go IsSu different=house-intr. 

With respect to the LS =~WtxW, Galloway observes that its use in the 
Upriver Tait dialect is restricted to counting houses which belong to one person. 

(34) Upriver Halkomelem, Tait dialect (Galloway 1993:411) 
a. ?isI€:wtxW two houses of one person 

h. 'lxW{:wtxW ~eehousesofoneperson 

c. X~lE:wtxW four houses of one person 

d. i4€c~€:wtxW five houses of one person 

This restrictive interpretation did not hold for our h~nq~min~m consultant. 



As discussed earlier in §4.1, we see in (34) that the Tait fonn 
?isle:wtxW for two houses is not built on the suppletive allomorph for two, 
6em-., which serves as the base in all attested sources for the h~tiq~mm~rh 
dialect, viz. 6em-txw• 

5.8 =~~n [WS], =~~n [AP] containers, buckets, baskets 

This LS is well attested in current usage, undoubtedly reflecting the 
continuing cultural importance of activities like basket-weaving and berry
picking. Suttles notes (in press) that it generally refers to filled containers. 

1 n&Ca? 

1 {Dim} 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

12 

how many? }{win 

WS:387 

tx~m~~ti [sic] 

AP(13-05-01) 

ni-nc=~~n 

tqec~?=~~n 

'" tqec?=~:m 

Leslie (1979:92) cites the Cowichan fonns for twenty to ninetycontainers. 
Comparative data is not currently available from the h~tiq~miti~rh dialect. 
Examples of current h~nq~miti~rh usage of these #Root=LS fonns follow. 



(35) a. KWin=:xt~n KW_~ KWaw~s 
how.many=containers Det-2sPoss bucket 
how.many buckets do you have? 

h. ix~m=:xt~n t~ s-t~-ten~Y. 
6=containers det nom-Redup-woman 
The women have six baskets 

c. ni? kW~net-~s t~ y~sef=:xt~n sibn 
Aux cany-3Su Det 2=container basket 
She is carrying two baskets. 

d. y~set=:xt~n sit~n kWi-kW~net-~m (?~) l Mary. 
2=container basket Redup-carry-intr (obI) det Mary. 
Two baskets are being carried by Mary. 

e. kW~net-~m (?~) ~ Betty t~ tixw=:xt~n. 
carry-intr (obI) det Betty det 3=container. 
Betty is canying 3 containers. 

5.9 =iws rbodies' in reference to birds, waterfowl, animals 

Again as seen in the earlier discussion in §2, this LS remains highly 
productive and is broadly attested in #Root=LS constructions. 

1 mica? 

1 {Dim} 

2 y~sef~ 

3 fuw 

4 x~?a(1.)n 

5 t4~ 

6 ix&m 

7 ~a?kWs 

WS:387 

t, , 
n~ws 

?is~liws 

ix"1ws 

X~iws 

t4ec~ws 22 

ix&m~ws 

~akwslws 

AP 

, " 
n~=tws 

, , , 
m-nc=~ws 

y~s~l=iws 

x~=iws 

~.' , 
~"iecs~ws 

22 Suttles notes in his prepublication manuscript grammar that 5 ducks should have 
an [s1, but didn't record one. OUf data clearly showed an [s]. 



WS AP 

8 tq6ce? tqece?iws tqece?=iws 

9 ru:xw tu:xwiws tU:xw=iws 

10 ?a}Xm ?~n~ws ?~pen=~)\vs 

11 ?~pen=~ws ?i? l{w nx=iws 

20 cl{w6x c]{Wxiws 

how many? ]{win ]{Wfn=~ws KWfn=~ws 

a little ?~win ?~win=~ws 

5.10 ==Mp vegetation, trees 

WS:387 AP 

1 n£i? sn&&rlp n6C=Mp 

2 y~sef~ s?is6?eip y~se?=mp 

y~sef~?=~ 

3 ti'xw stfxw~ tfxw=~1p 

4 x~?a€bn sx~:tp x~:1p 

5 tq~ stqecsOOp <tqecs=mp 

6 iX6m - {x6m=~ 

7 ~a?kws fOa?lcws=:rlp 

8 tq6ce? tq6ce?=Mp 

9 tu:XW ttf:xw=Mp 

10 ?a}X)n ?a~n=Mp 

11 ?a~n ?i?]{W 
n6C=~ 

12 ?a~n?i?]{W 
y~sef~?=mp 



WS AP 

how many? j{win j{win=~tp 

to prick cqW cqw=~p 

This seems to be quite a productive suffIX. It is used in the names of some 
trees, and evoked vivid memories from our consultant in the context of the use 
of the (b) example below: 

(36) a. q~m~n=~ip maple 
b. cqw=~p 

C&qw 
spruce: the pokey one (the one used to spank) 
get poked, get pricked 

Note, as expected from the earlier discussion in §2, that this LS can co-occur 
with an independent NP headed by the generic word for tree: 

(37) a. kWin kW~ ~q~t ? 
how.many Det Redup-tree/pl 

how many trees? 
[AP: 13-05-01:0.55] 

b. KWin=~p kW~ &-6iq~t? howmanytrees? 
how.many=trees Det Redup-tree/pl 

5.11 =mat one piece, whole, number of kinds [WS]; pieces, kinds 

Our consultant related the use of this LS to counting blankets in packs 
tied up together, getting ready for distribution at potlatch for example. Suttles 
documents is use as including number of kinds, e.g. j{w~n=mat how many 
kinds? 

WS:387 AP 

1 n&Ca? nXa?mat nXa?=mat 

2 y~set~ ?iset~mat y~set~at 

3 'Hxw i:Sxwmat i~xw=mat 

4 x~?afbn - x~?a&n=mat 

5 ici~ - iciec~=mat 

6 {x~m - {x~m=mat 

how many? j{win ](w:Sn=mat ](""m=mat 

many q~ q:Sx=mat 



5.12 ~le?c counting bundles 

Our consultant recognized this LS in the context of talking about a 
load to put on a boat or a wagon, for example, a bundle of blankets. 

WS:387 AP 

1 n~lc?c nx=&1e?c '" nx=6le?c 

As with Suttles t documentation, we were only able to record it in the number 
paradigm in conjunction with the #Root for one, with a stress difference and 
variable vowel quality as noted above. Outside of the #Root system, our 
consultant used this same sufftx on a derived nominal signifying a load of 
bundled up things to go on board some mode of transport, such as a canoe or a 
wagon. 

(38) a. ?a:i to go on board 
a load (noun) b. ?a:i =~le?c 

WS:387 AP 

1 nx.a? nXawi:nxw n~~=wi':nxw 

nXa?=wi:nxw 

2 y~sef;;, &mi:nxw &m=i:nxw 

&m=;;,wi:nxw 

3 tlxw txw;;,wmxw ---

how many? }{win }{W;;,n;;,wi:nxw KW~n=;;,wi:nxw 

The following examples show that this construction can be used with two 
different kinds of subordinate predication: 

(39) a. n~wt &m=f:nxw ni-:n h;)y-n;)xw . 
Aux-already 2=year Aux-lsSubSu fmish-n.tr 
It's two years since I fmished. 

b. n~wt &m=f:nxw }{W-;;,n-s n;;, h;)y-n;;,xw. 
Aux-already 2=year Det-lsPoss-nom Aux fmish-n.tr 
It's two years since I fmished. 



Alternatively, this same type of expression can be grammatically constructed 
without the use ofLSs, by using the independent word sy~fan=m year after an 
unsufftxed #Root, as shown in (40). 

(40) a. tixw sy~fan~m KW-~n-s n~ h~y-n~xw. 
3 year Det-l sPoss-nom Aux finish-n.tr 
It's three years since I finished. 

5.14 =em~t'8 ~ ~~(8 longobjects 

Suttles [WS:388 J cites this as applying to poles, pilings, toothpicks, hairs, a;; 

well as to a tall person. Guerin (1986) also describes its domain of application 
as to fanything long and slender' including trees. The contexts of use in our data 
included sticks as well. 

WS:388 AP AG 

1. n&Ca? nxem~f9 nx=em~(8 s-nx=6m~f9 

1 {Dim} ni-itC=6m~{6 

2. y~sef~ - ?~ys~f==em~{6 

3. iixw - ixw=em~{6 ixw=em~f9 

4. x~?a&ln - x~?a(bn=6m~{6 

5. 1tj~ - iqxs=6m~{6 iqxs==em~(8 

6. {X6m - {x~m=6m~{6 

7. t'la?kws - {6~kws=6m~{6 

8. tq6ce? - tqec~?=em~f9 

9. ru:xw - tU:xw=6m~{6 tU:xw==em~f9 

10. ?a~ - ?a~n=6m~{6 

15 ?a~n ?i?}{W 
iqocs==em~t'8 

how many? }{win s}{wfn~m~f9 

tall kqt ~tem~{6 ~~t=em~{6 

The following example from Guerin counts poles: 



(41) ?aJY.)n ?i?}{W iqxs=em~(6 s-xW~W-t~n 15 poles [AG] 
10 Conj Det 5=long.object nom-pole-instr 

5.15 8-•.• -8 Days of the Week ( ... second, third, fourth, fIfth) 

This is a minor construction, fonned by prefixation of the So

nominalizer and suffIxation of an~, whose identity is somewhat mysterious. 
Although not formed by Lexical SuffIXation (the -s is obligatory, no syntactic 
paraphrase is possible), it is included in our discussion here because it entails an 
application of the number system to a small subset of very common fonns, 
namely the days of the week. These are f counted~ as ordinals under the 
assumption that Monday is the frrst day of the week; however, the overt use of 
numbers begins only with Tuesday, the second day, and extends through 
Friday, the fifth day. 

WS:388, 434 AP 

1 n~? 

2 y~set~ s&m~nts s-&m=~nt-s 23 

3 iixw siixws s-fuw-s 

4 x~?aEbn sxa?aEbns s-x~?a{Xm-s 

5 'hiec~s s'hiec~s s-'hie~-s 

Suttles notes that although he did not record a fmal [s] on the form for five that 
one might expect one to be there. Our data confrrms its presence. 

5.16 Concluding Remarks 

We are only too aware of the residual gaps in these data and of many challenges 
in their analysis which space limitations have precluded more detailed 
consideration of here. However, we sincerely hope that the present effort to 
extend the documentation of data in this area will encourage others to help fill 
in information where it is lacking in our current records, as well as stimulate 
further cross-dialectal documentation of the LS system across the language 

:l1 fr.)m-Qnt two days appears derived from the suppletive allomorph 6:nn- two, plus a 
reduced fonn of the root net nigh t (cf. WS:182). However, compare three daysTQxw
:rl-net, where there is a f connective' -:rl- between the #Root 'bxw and net. 



family, so that the detailed workings of this very old Salishan system may 
remain a vital part of contemporary Salish language use. 
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